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This paper examines the role of firm turnover in explaining inflation
dynamics. I augment a New-Keynesian DSGE model with endogenous
entry and exogenous stochastic exit and estimate with the Bayesian full
information approach for the US economy. Results show that shocks to
the entry cost explain more than half of the inflation variance at the busi-
ness cycle frequencies. When it is cheap to create firms, the number of
new firms goes up and inflation increases as labour intensive creation of
firms pushes up the demand for labour. Only gradually, when the num-
ber of firms is high and the number of new firms goes down again, does
inflation fall, as stressed by the standard mechanism for an increasing
number of firms.
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Non-technical summary

A lot has been said since the great recession about the need for structural
reform and this discussion has also touched on measures to facilitate company
creation. At the same time, inflation has been relatively lowand so it is impor-
tant to ask whether support for company creation will raise or lower the rate
of inflation.

The creation of new companies and an increase in the number ofcompa-
nies is usually associated with low inflation. Assessing theconnection be-
tween the number of companies and inflation while controlling at the same
time for all other indicators, including costs, reveals that inflation falls when
there are more companies. The reason for this is that increased competition
brings prices down. The same logic applies in this article, though the results
show that inflation initially increases when new companies are created. Rising
inflation is driven by higher demand for labour because labour resources are
needed for the creation of companies, as not only are there operational tasks to
do, but a business plan needs to be drawn up, products or services created, and
clients found. But high demand for labour raises wages, whichin turn leads
to a rise in inflation. Once the effect of the shock dissipatesand there are a lot
of companies in existence, with new ones being added only at the usual rate,
inflation starts to fall.

Although this is a technology shock, it has the features of a demand-side
shock, meaning that total output and inflation move in the same direction. If it
is expensive to create a company and the total output of the economy is low,
then inflation is also low. In economic policy terms it is important for central
banks managing inflation to moderate the GDP cycle caused by supply-side
shocks, as low inflation leads to a fall in monetary policy interest rates.

Inflation is usually one of the indicators that is hard to explain empiri-
cally and the main shocks that affect inflation are exogenousmark-up and
cost shocks, though these do not affect other economic indicators. However,
the results of this article show the importance of the cost shock from creating
companies in setting inflation. Such shocks can describe more than half of the
total dynamics of inflation and a large part of the variation in hours worked
and in the creation of companies.

The results come from a New Keynesian dynamic stochastic general equi-
librium model, which is estimated using the Bayesian full likelihood approach
on US data. The model is based on the work of Smets and Wouters (2007),
Uhlig (2007) and Bilbiie, Ghironi and Melitz (2012). Households consume
and do work, and companies are divided into two sectors. Companies in the
end-production sector aggregate input goods to produce consumer goods and
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there is a set number of companies in this sector and full competition. Com-
panies producing input goods, however, operate in a market with monopolistic
competition. Creating a company takes work and the number of companies
in the sector producing input goods is set by the free entry condition. Some
companies cease operations during each period and the rate of this is random.
The interest rate rule for the central bank is based on the Taylor rule and the
interest rate reacts mainly to inflation.
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1. Introduction

The New-Keynesian Phillips curve is one of the cornerstonesof dynamic
stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE) models. However, inSmets and Wouters
(2007) exogenous price markup shocks explain more than halfof the variance
in inflation during the first years after a shock and later by wage cost-push
shocks. This paper examines the role of firm turnover in inflation dynamics.
The number of firms enters the New-Keynesian Phillips curve directly and can
therefore potentially help to improve the fit of the equation.

To study the role of firm turnover in inflation I augment a medium scale
sticky price and sticky wage New Keynesian DSGE model such asUhlig
(2009) or Smets and Wouters (2007) with endogenous firm entryand stochas-
tic exogenous exit. The creation of firms is labour intensiveand the number of
firms is determined by free entry condition. The law of motionfor the num-
ber of firms is based on Bilbiie et al. (2012). In the model the number of
firms enters the Phillips curve and influences markup dynamics as in Bergin
and Corsetti (2008), Bilbiie et al. (2007) and Bilbiie et al. (2012). In addi-
tion to having endogenous entry I allow the death rate of firmsto be stochastic
as in Vilmi (2009). Among many others, Jacobson et al. (2013)demonstrate
that the exit margin is important in the business cycle. Likewise Elsby et al.
(2009) results support the hypothesis that both ins and outsof unemployment
are important for understanding employment and unemployment dynamics.
By analogy their findings support the use of the stochastic exit margin in the
current paper.

The rest of the model is relatively standard. Households consume, sup-
ply labour for intermediate firms, and face a cash-in-advance constraint and
a standard budget constraint. Final sector firms produce consumption goods
from the intermediate sector inputs. Intermediate good firms face nominal
price rigidity and backward real wage rigidity. I allow for aworking capital
channel; this financial friction directly introduces the interest rate in the New-
Keynesian Phillips curve and can therefore help to explain inflation. Firms
borrow resources from banks to pay for a share of production and entry costs
in advance. In this way a change in the interest rate has a direct impact on
inflation on top of the marginal costs.1 The model has five structural shocks:

1The financial friction originates from the seminal work of Christiano et al. (1997) and
has more recently been employed by Ravenna and Walsh (2006) and Rabanal (2007). The
financial friction has been demonstrated to be crucial for understanding entry; Uusküla (2008)
shows that it allows the effects of monetary policy shocks ina model to be matched qualita-
tively to the empirical evidence of net entry dynamics. See also Bergin et al. (2014), Gross
and Verani (2013), Macnamara (2014) and Robb and Robinson (2012) for recent evidence of
financial frictions in firm turnover.
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monetary policy, labour productivity and wage cost-push shocks, a shock to
the sunk cost of starting a business, and a shock to the firm survival probabil-
ity. I match the model with US data on consumption, hours, theinflation rate,
the interest rate, and the number of new firms. I estimate the parameters of
the model with the Bayesian full information approach and usethe variance
decomposition at the business cycle frequency and the forecast error variance
decomposition to discuss the main results.

My results give a critical role to firm dynamics in understanding the infla-
tion rate. The shocks to the cost of firm creation explain morethan half of
the variance in inflation at the business cycle frequency. The result is driven
by matching firm turnover data in the model. When the model is estimated
with wages instead of entry in the model, the importance of entry cost shocks
disappears, assigning more importance to price markup and wage cost-push
shocks. The benchmark results assign very little importance to the wage cost-
push shocks in explaining inflation, standing in contrast with the findings of
Smets and Wouters (2007). At the same time technology shocksexplain a
fifth of the inflation variance over the business cycle, whichis in line with the
DSGE and VAR literature.2 Finally, monetary shocks and firm survival shocks
explain around six percent of the variance in inflation over the business cycle.

In the estimated model an increasing number of firms due to lowentry
costs do not lead to an immediate drop in prices, though the literature usually
stresses that the causal link is from the increasing number of firms to lower
prices. The increase in the inflation rate along with the increasing number of
firms happens because firm creation is labour intensive, and so a drop in the
cost of entry leads to more firms being created and results in an increase in
the demand for labour, pushing up marginal costs and inflation. As more firms
are created and the number of firms goes up, fewer new firms are created, the
markup effect becomes stronger and inflation falls again. This mechanism has
an important policy conclusion, which is that inflation may not slow down
when encouraging competition through entry, but instead inflation is likely to
increase in the short term.

Although the firm turnover does not change the core of the model sub-
stantially, some of the parameter posteriors differ from standard estimates.
The most remarkable is the very low estimate of the wage stickiness parame-
ter. The result support the recent literature on the real wage flexibility of new
hires. Pissarides (2009) in Tables II and III lists eight studies for the US and
four studies for European economies that find evidence for real wage flexibil-
ity of new hires in existing companies; wages of the new employees are not
sticky. Moreover, the sensitivity of wages to the economic situation is even

2See Smets and Wouters (2007) for the DSGE and Altig et al. (2011) for the VAR litera-
ture.
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stronger in European countries. If wages are flexible for newhires in ongo-
ing firms, it is even less likely that the wages in new firms would not depend
on economic conditions. The price rigidity parameter is lower than in Ireland
(2001) and Lewis and Stevens (2015). The relation of price and wage rigid-
ity is consistent with the classic paper by Bils (1987) findingcountercyclical
markups.

The paper contributes to three strands of literature. Firstfor the current pol-
icy debate on product market liberalisation the paper showsthat although an
increase in the number of firms may result in lower inflation, policies promot-
ing firm creation that result in a higher number of firms might be inflationary in
the short run. Second it shows that the inclusion of firm turnover can be impor-
tant in the New-Keynesian Phillips curve and help to explaininflation. Third
the estimation results demonstrate that DSGE models with firm turnover in
many dimensions might need to be calibrated differently from models without
firm turnover. The draft of the paper was the first to estimate the entry model
with the Bayesian full information technique. Recently Lewisand Stevens
(2015) have also estimated a somewhat different New Keynesian model con-
centrating on the effects of variable price markup generated by competition.
Offick and Winkler (2014) estimate a real business cycle model and look at
the amplification effects of firm dynamics. Neither of them consider stochas-
tic exit or financial frictions in the model.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. The second section introduces
the model with firm turnover. The third section gives a short overview of the
data and the estimation approach. The main results are presented in section
four, first presenting forecast error variance decomposition results; and section
five concludes.

2. The model

In this section I present a New Keynesian dynamic stochasticgeneral equi-
librium model with endogenous creation and exogenous destruction of firms.
The five types of agents in the economy are households, final goods producers,
intermediate goods producers, commercial banks and a government or central
bank.

Households maximise their utility from consumption and leisure. Each
period they face a standard budget constraint and a cash-in-advance constraint
for the goods that are cash goods. They deposit funds in banks. The consumer
side is very close to Uhlig (2009) and Smets and Wouters (2007).

Firms operate in two sectors. In the final goods sector, firms operate under
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full competition and produce consumption goods aggregating inputs from the
intermediate firms. This is a slight modification from Bilbiieet al. (2012)
who let the consumer consume individual goods from the intermediate sector.
Moreover I take away the productivity effects that arise from varying the num-
ber of varieties in the CES aggregation in order to concentrate on the inflation
dynamics of the model.

In the intermediate goods production sector firms operate under monop-
olistic competition structure. The creation of firms is labour intensive. The
number of firms in the intermediate goods sector is determined by the free
entry condition, in line with the literature on firm dynamics. In addition inter-
mediate good firms are subject to stochastic death shocks as in Vilmi (2009).

The economy has a financial sector. Banks take deposits from households
and receive monetary injections from the government. They give loans to the
intermediate firms who need to borrow a shareξ of their wage bill before
production from the banks. Finally, the monetary policy authority decides the
monetary injections to commercial banks by targeting the interest rate.

The next subsections introduce the model in detail startingfrom the house-
hold problem, followed by final and intermediate goods firms,banks, the cen-
tral bank and aggregation conditions. The section finishes with the definition
of the equilibrium.

2.1. Household problem

The representative household maximises discounted lifetime utility from
consumptionct and they dislike time spent workingnt:

Ut = Et

[

∞
∑

t=0

βt

(

(ct − χct−1)
1− 1

σ

1− 1
σ

−

An
1+ 1

κ
t

1 + 1
κ

)]

, (1)

whereUt is lifetime utility,Et is the conditional expectations operator,β is the
discount factor,χ is the consumption habit parameter,σ is the intertemporal
elasticity of substitution,κ is the Frisch elasticity of labour supply,A is a
scaling parameter andt is the time index.

Households need cash at handHt−1 to buy a fractionη of the consumption
good. The cash-in-advance constraint isHt,res + ηCt = Ht−1 whereHt,res is
the residual cash holding, which in equilibrium equals zero, andHt−1 is cash
at hand in periodt. The equation is divided by price levelPt to get the budget
constraint in real terms:

ht,res + ηct =
ht−1

πC
t

, (2)
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wherect = Ct

Pt
, ht,res =

Ht,res

Pt
, ht−1 =

Ht−1

Pt
, andπC

t is consumer inflation de-
fined specifically later. All lower case letters denote real and uppercase letters
denote nominal variables unless clear from the context or stated otherwise.

Households face a sequence of budget constraints. The available funds in
periodt consist of the income from working, deposits, bonds, profits, transfers
and possible residual cash.

Ht+Dt+qtBt+(1−η)Ct = Wtnt+(1+it)Dt−1+Bt−1+Ht,res+Vt+Gt, (3)

whereDt is the deposit at banks,qt is the discount price for the government
bondsBt, 1 + it is the gross interest rate on deposits made in the previous
period,Gt are lump sum government transfers or taxes,Wt is the wage rate
andVt are the profits received from the household’s ownership of intermediate
goods firms. Resources are spent on non-cash consumption, saved in bonds,
or kept in cash or deposits.

In real terms, the equation is given by:

ht+dt+ qtbt+(1− η)ct = wtnt+(1+ it)
dt−1

πC
t

+
bt−1

πC
t

+ht,res+ vt+ gt, (4)

wheredt = Dt

Pt
, bt = Bt

Pt
, wt =

Wt

Pt
, gt = Gt

Pt
andvt = Vt

Pt
.

The labour market is characterised by a sluggish adjustmentof real wages:

wt =
(

(1− ω)wt−1 + ωΥwf
t

)

eut,w , (5)

wherewf
t is the target market clearing wage,Υ shows the bargaining power of

households,ω is the parameter for wage flexibility, (1 − ω) shows backward
wage indexation, andut,w is a wage cost-push shock following anAR process
andεt,w is i.i.d, ut,w = ρwut−1,w + εt,w andεt,w = ρarw εt−1,w + εt,w.

The difference between the target and the actual wage introduces a labour
wedge in the economy, and households supply labour at the given wage rate.
Uhlig (2009) discusses the inefficiency introduced in more detail.

Households choose consumption, bonds, cash at hand, deposits, and work-
ing hours. The Lagrange multiplier on the cash-in-advance equation is%t and
multiplier on the budget constraint isλt. The respective first order conditions
are given by:
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η%t = −(1− η)λt + (ct − χct−1)
−

1

σ − βχ(ct+1 − χct)
−

1

σ , (6)

λtqt = βEt

[

λt+1

πC
t+1

]

, (7)

λt = βEt

[

%t+1

πC
t+1

]

, (8)

λt = βEt

[

λt+1
1 + it+1

πC
t+1

]

, (9)

λtw
f
t = An

1

κ
t . (10)

Equation 7 is the Euler equation, equation 8 gives the condition for cash at
hand, equation 9 describes the rule for deposits and finally the optimality con-
dition for the labour-leisure choice gives the market clearing wagewf

t in equa-
tion 10. Equations 7 and 9 set equal the bond and deposit interest rates.

2.2. Final good firms

Final good firms aggregate intermediate goods and produce one final good.
The profit maximisation function is standard with one notable exception. In
the constant elasticity of substitution (CES) the aggregation does not go from
0 to 1 as in a standard model, but instead it goes from 0 to the number of
goods, which is the same as the number of firmsFt:

Ptyt −

∫ Ft

0

pt,jyt,jdj, (11)

whereyt is the final output,Ft is the number of intermediate inputs indexed
by j with a pricept,j and quantityyt,j. The production function is given by:

yt =

(
∫ Ft

0

y
1

1+µ

t,j dj

)1+µ

, (12)

whereµ = 1
θ−1

andθ is the elasticity of substitution between intermediate
goods.

After some algebra, the demand for the intermediate inputs is:

yt,j =

(

Pt

pt,j

)
1+µ
µ

yt, (13)

where the price index is given byPt =

(

∫ Ft

0
p
−

1

µ

t,j dj

)

−µ

. The relative price is

given byρt =
pt,j
Pt

= F
µ
t .
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In equilibrium all firms are the same, sopt,j = pt. Inflation πt =
pt

pt−1
is

described in terms of intermediate goods prices, the average of prices firms
set. The consumer inflation indexπC

t adjust for the number of firms and is

given by πt

πC
t

= ρt
ρt−1

=
(

Ft

Ft−1

)µ

. A rise in the number of firms leads to a drop

in consumer inflation relative to the intermediate goods inflation rate as the
perceived price level for consumer decreases with the increasing number of
varieties. Whenµ approaches zero, the elasticity of substitution approaches
infinity, and the variety effect on consumer inflation disappears.

2.3. Intermediate goods firms

Intermediate sector firms produce goods for the final goods sector. The
market structure is monopolistic competition and the number of firms is deter-
mined by a free entry condition. Each firm produces only one good, as usually
assumed in the literature.3

Intermediate firms use linear production technology in labour:

yt,j = eγtnt,j, (14)

where the common productivity shockγt is assumed to follow an AR process
γt = ργγt−1 + εt,γ andεt,γ = ρarγ εt−1,γ + εt,γ, whereεt,γ is an i.i.d. shock.

Firms have to pay a shareξ of the labour input cost in advance and borrow
the necessary funds from commercial banks. When changing prices they face
a price adjustment costφ as in Rotemberg (1982). Nominal profits are given

by Vt,j = (pt,je
γt
− (1+ ξit)MCt)nt,j −

Ptφ

2

(

pt,j
pt−1,jπ

− 1
)2

, and in real terms:

vt,j =

(

pt,j

Pt

− (1 + ξit)mct

)

yt,j −
φ

2

(

pt,j

pt−1,jπ
− 1

)2

, (15)

where the real profits per firm arevt,j =
Vt,j

Pt
, and real marginal cost ismct =

MCt

Pt
. The use of the Rotemberg price adjustment cost makes the model simpler

because all firms set the same price and there is no need to keeptrack of the
distribution of prices generated by, for example, the Calvo pricing scheme.

The intermediate firmj chooses labournt,j and pricept,j. The cost min-
imisation problem gives the marginal cost net of interest rate payments:

mct =
wt

eγt
. (16)

3Minniti and Turino (2013) present a model with multiple product producing firms where
firms decide about entry in the first stage of the problem and about the number of products in
the second stage.
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The net present valueNPVt of the firm today is defined as the discounted
profits of all future periods. The net present value is measured at the time
when production has already taken place, but firms do not yet know if they
will survive until the next period. In this way the net present value is the
same for incumbents and new firms. In nominal terms the net present value is

defined as:NPVt,j = (1 − δ)Et

[

eut+1,surv λt+1

λt
(Vt+1,j +NPVt+1,j)

]

, and in

the real terms after dividing by the price level:

npvt,j = (1− δ)Ete
ut+1,surv

[

λt+1

λt
(vt+1,j + npvt+1,j)

]

, (17)

where theλt+1

λt
is the stochastic discount factor of the consumer,δ is the exoge-

nous death probability of the firm, andut,surv is the exogenous survival shock
of the firm. The shock process is given byut,surv = ρsurvut−1,surv+εt,surv and
εt,surv = ρarsurvεt−1,surv + εt,surv, whereεt,surv is i.i.d.

The survival probability is modelled as an exogenous stochastic process
(as in Vilmi (2009). A number of papers demonstrate that firm failures are not
time invariant (see Uusküla (2008) and Jacobson et al. (2013)). The shock
has several roles in the model. First, it allows the number offirms to change
from one period to another. Unlike entry it does not change labour demand or
marginal costs. Second, as the number of firms is linearly interconnected with
the relative price of goods, it enters the Phillips curve andacts like a markup
shock. Third, it allows matching of the number of new firms in the model
directly with the creation of new firms in the data. In the model where the
exit rate is constant, the number of new firms also includes the exit margin,
making it similar to the data definition of net entry. Measurement of exiting
firms in the data is complicated and as a result net entry measures include a
lot of noise. When the exit rate is constant, exit decisions are measured as
the exact opposite of entry costs, as low exit frees up labourfor production.
When both entry and exit are high, net entry is unchanged and the labour input
needed to generate new firms is underestimated. Instead whenentry is high
and exit is low in the data, the net entry measure overestimates input costs as
non-exit is included as de nuovo entry with entry costs.

The entry mechanism is standard in the literature. In order to enter, firms
have to pay a sunk entry cost in labour. The free entry condition is given in
real terms:

npvt,j =
1

Ψ
ξent

wt

eγt
(1 + ξit)e

et,ent , (18)

whereξent is the amount of labour hired for creating a firm in the steady state
and the entry cost shockut,ent is described byut,ent = ρentut−1,ent + εt,ent and
εt,ent = ρarentεt−1,ent + εt,ent whereεt,ent is i.i.d. When in a standard model free
entry condition means also zero profits in expected terms fornew companies,
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then0 < Ψ < 1 measures the share of the net present value spent on entry
costs from the net present value. When the parameter is less than one, the net
present value is higher from the entry costs, leaving some profits to the firms.
These profits are necessary and often assumed for the monopolistic compe-
tition sticky price models, so that even when firms cannot change prices and
profits fall they do not want to exit. The parameter also allows to calibrate the
share of total labor devoted to creating new firms, which is otherwise largely
determined by markup.

The costs of firm creation in terms of legal costs and procedures are sizable
in the US and even higher many other countries (see Barseghyanand DiCe-
cio (2011) and Djankov et al. (2002) for estimates of the entry costs). My
broad definition of entry costs also includes the time that isneeded coming up
with the idea for the new product or service, working out the business plan,
and making the plan work or as a general allocation of resources to acquire
technology to produce a good or service.

New firms can only produce in the following period and a fraction of firms
dies at the end of the period, so some of the new firms never produce. The law
of motion of the firms is given by:

Ft = (1− δ)eut,surv(Ft−1 + FE
t−1), (19)

whereFE
t−1 is the number of new firms created. Wages and loan interest rates

for the firms that never produce are paid from the total profitsbefore they are
distributed to households. There are no bankruptcy relatedcosts.

Unlike Bergin and Lin (2012) and Lewis and Stevens (2015) there is no
exogenous congestion externality related to entry. However, due to the labour
intensity of entry, smoothing of entry takes place naturally as labour costs
are high in the high entry periods and a free entry cost limitsthe number of
entrants.

The Rotemberg price adjustment cost gives the following forward looking
Phillips curve:

ρt,j =
pt,j

Pt

= mut,jmct, (20)

whereρt,j =
pt,j
Pt

is the relative price determined by the number of firms in the
economy, and the markupmut,j is given by the following equation:

mut,j =
(1 + µ)

µ

1

(1 + ξit)
...

(

−

1

µ
−

φ

yt,j

(πt

π
− 1
) πt

ρtπ
+

φ

yt,j
(1− δ)Et

[

eut+1,surv
λt+1

λt

(πt+1

π
− 1
) πt+1

ρtπ

])

−1

.

(21)
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As this is the key equation for understanding the results of the paper, I
present for intuition the log-linearised version, which isused in the estimation:

π̂t =
yj

φµ

(

−ρ̂t +
ξ

1 + ξi
ît + m̂ct

)

+ β(1− δ)π̂t+1, (22)

where the variables without the time subscript denote theirsteady-state levels,
the variables with hats denote a percentage change from the steady state with
the exception of inflation and the interest rate, where it is percentage point
change from the steady state, and the firm level subscriptj is dropped as all
firms are identical.

According to the equation22 the inflation rate today depends on the ex-
pected inflation and marginal cost as in the standard Phillips curve. However,
the two new elements, the firm turnover and the working capital assumption,
uncouple marginal cost (the productivity adjusted wage rate) from the infla-
tion rate and make markups endogenous. Any shock that results in an increase
in the number of firms pushes down markups and reduces consumer inflation
directly. The working capital channel magnifies the effect of marginal cost on
inflation. Any shock that lowers marginal cost leads to lowerinflation. By the
Taylor rule, lower inflation pushes down the interest rate, making the effect of
the initial shock to inflation stronger.

2.4. Banks

Banks lend money to the intermediate goods sector firms, who pay a shareξ
of the wages in advance. The banks can use funds deposited by the households
dt−1 and money injectionsψt of the central bank. The aggregate loan condition
is given by:

dt−1

πC
t

+ ψt = ξwtnt = lt. (23)

The banks operate only as intermediaries of funds from the central bank
and households to firms. The loans are paid back within the period. The firms
always pay back the debt; the loans to the new firms that never produce are paid
back from the aggregate profits before the remaining profits are distributed to
the households. The commercial banks lend all there resources to firms, there
is no credit rationing.
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2.5. Government sector

Central bank monetary policy is described by a Taylor rule:

it = ī+ ρiit−1 + (1− ρi)

[

ζπ

(πt

π̄
− 1
)

+ ζy

(

yt

ȳ
− 1

)

+ εt,i

]

, (24)

whereεt,i is an idiosyncratic shock to the interest rate. The interestrate reacts
more than one-to-one to the changes in inflation and potentially to changes in
the output.

The policy interest rate is controlled through monetary operations. To de-
termine the interest rate the central bank injects money to commercial banks
who use the resources to give out loans:

mt =
mt−1

πC
t

+ νψt, (25)

wheremt is the aggregate money andν determines what share of the money
is taken out from the economy by the central bank at the end of the period.

The government uses lump-sum transfers or taxesgt to balance the budget
every period:

qtbt =
bt−1

πt
− gt + (ν + it)ψtgt = (ν + it)ψt. (26)

The government budget constraint, and the central bank’s role of giving out
loans to the commercial banks closely follow the paper by Uhlig (2009).

2.6. Aggregation and market clearing

Money in this model is the sum of households’ cash at hand and deposits:

mt = dt + ht. (27)

The hours worked by the household are divided between creating new firms
and producing output:

nt = Ftnt,j + FE
t

ξenteut,ent

eγt
. (28)

Aggregate profitsvt include the individual profits of the firm minus the cost
of starting new businesses:

vt = Ftvt,j − FE
t wtξ

ent(1 + ξit)
eut,ent

eγt
. (29)
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In the total consumption, I take out the effect of the number of firms on
consumption in order to keep the productivity of the economyindependent
from the number of firms:

ct = F
ι−(1+µ)
t yt, (30)

whereι = 1, so in this respect the model departs from the standard Dixit-
Stiglitz aggregator. This helps to focus on the transmission of shocks through
the Phillips curve. When productivity is measured as output over hours, an
increasing number of firms generates an extra source of productivity shocks
without this transformation.

2.7. Equilibrium

The system is described by 34 variables. Among them there are29 endoge-
nous variables:bt, gt, ct, nt,j, nt, vt,j, vt, yt,j, yt, mct, dt, ht, mt, lt, ψt, it, qt,
wt, w

f
t , πt, πC

t ,NPVt, Ft, FE
t , Pt,j, Pt, ρt, %t, andλt.

There are five exogenous i.i.d. shocks:εt,γ, εt,w, εt,ent, εt,i, εt,surv. There
is an additionalAR structure for the shock processes of technologyγt, labour
costut,w and entry costut,ent shocks. The equilibrium is symmetric, in that
consumers maximise utility, firms and banks maximise profits, and all markets
clear with the exception of the labour market.

3. Data, Estimation and Priors

I estimate the benchmark model using quarterly US data for the sample
period 1983Q1–1998Q3. The sample period reflects a compromise between
availability of data and institutional features of the US economy. There was a
major change in the bankruptcy law in 1983 which had an impacton the entry
rate. In 1998 Dun and Bradstreet Inc. stopped collecting firm turnover data.
For robustness the model is also estimated using various firmturnover data
from various time periods.

I use the following five series for the US economy:

• consumption – log of real non-durable consumption dividedby 16 years
and older civilian population, demeaned and detrended,

• hours – log of non-agricultural sector hours worked, divided by 16 years
and older civilian population, demeaned and detrended,
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• inflation measure, which is the consumer price index (CPI) inflation rate,
demeaned,

• the Federal Funds Rate, demeaned,

• the number of new firms, log of firm creation, demeaned and detrended.

The data are presented in Figure 1. There is a strong positivecorrelation
between hours, consumption and the creation of firms. The inflation rate and
the short-term interest rate also move strongly together and the contemporane-
ous correlation between hours and inflation is close to zero for the full sample.
Consumption and hours have similar variances, whereas the variance of firm
creation strongly exceeds that of hours.
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Figure 1: Data used in the estimation

The number of new firms is the right variable to be used to matchthe num-
ber of new firms in my model. This would not be true in a model where the
exit rate is constant because then the entry margin would also include the exit
margin and the similar variable in the data would be net entry. Unfortunately
net entry measures include a lot of noise because it is difficult to pin down the
precise timing of the closure of firms. Furthermore, in the model with the fixed
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exit rate the cost of closing a firm is exactly the same as the cost of opening
a firm, but has a negative value. For a more detailed discussion see Uusküla
(2008).

The set of variables to be matched is kept minimal to concentrate on the
result on inflation. Compared to Lewis and Stevens (2015) I do not use output,
investments and wages in the estimation. The paper abstracts from capital and
the measurement of entry cost does not necessarily fit the data definition of
investments. For the same reason the use of GDP might not be warranted.
The model fit with the consumption series is less problematicand therefore I
include consumption as an observable variable to capture the trade-off between
consumption and leisure. The use of average wages as a measure for marginal
costs in a standard model without firm dynamics is not necessarily warranted,
but the problems are worse in a model with firm dynamics.

Some of the parameters are known to be difficult to estimate. The problem
is aggravated because of the short sample. Therefore I calibrate some param-
eters using results from previous studies to concentrate the estimation of the
model on the main parameters of interest relating to firm turnover, and price
and wage rigidities.

The calibrated parameters are presented in Table 1. Most of the parameters
do not affect the dynamics of the model very strongly or are straightforward
to calibrate from the steady state values. The discount rateβ = .99 is set
to match the4% annual real interest rate. The exogenous rate of firm death
is set toδ = 0.025 in order to match the10.7% annual firm closing rate in
the US. The number of firms in the steady state is set to 1 and I solve for the
steady state entry cost. Steady state quarterly inflation is1.005 to match the
2% annual inflation rate. People work one third of their timen̂ = 1

3
and I solve

for the value ofA that satisfies this condition. The share of cash goods and the
share of government money left in the economy at the end of theperiod are
not determined by the observables and are both set equal toη = ν = 0.5, and
the wage markup is set equal to10% (that isΥ = 1.1).

There are a few critical parameters that play an important role in the model
and are difficult to measure directly. Steady state markup isset equal to36%
(µ = .36), close to Bilbiie et al. (2007) value of35.71%. I calibrateΨ the
share of entry costs in the net present value to0.5; firms spend half of their net
present value on entry costs. The number of firms, the markup and the share
of entry costsΨ determine the entry cost to satisfy the free entry condition.
The share of hours spent on creating new firms is10.2%. When thePhi = 1,
the model implies that20.4% of the total hours would be spent on creating
new firms. The Frisch elasticity of labour supplyκ = 1, both often used in
the DSGE literature. In addition I calibrate the parameterson the consump-
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Table 1: Calibrated parameters

Name Value Notes
β 0.99 Discount factor, yearly interest rate of 4%
π 1.005 Steady state inflation, yearly 2%
δ 0.025 Share of firms closed each period, 10% per year
N 1 Number of firms, normalization
A Matchingn̄ =

1
3

Ψ 0.5 Entry cost share in the net present value
ξent Implied by the model, given N=1
µ 0.36 Mark-up
χ 0.7 Consumption habit
κ 1 Frisch elast. of labor supply
Υ 1.1 Wage markup
ν 0.5 Share of money left in the economy
η 0.5 Share of cash on hand goods

tion habitχ = .7. Robustness analysis is carried out for important calibrated
parameters in the estimation.

I use the Bayesian full information approach to estimate the model using
the Metropolis-Hastings sampler as described in Canova (2006). All calcula-
tions are done in Matlab, the model is log-linearised aroundthe non-stochastic
steady state and solved with the method of the undetermined coefficient of Uh-
lig (1999). The priors of the parameters are selected to represent theoretical
restrictions and have very low information content (see Table 2). The autore-
gressive parameters are set to be between0 and 1 with a mean of0.5 and
variance of0.292. For the intertemporal elasticity of substitution and price
stickiness I assume normal distributions. For the intertemporal elasticity of
substitution I use a mean of 1 and relatively tight variance of 0.1. Prior for the
Rotemberg price adjustment cost has a mean of14 and a variance of14. The
prior value for the price stickiness is taken from Ireland (2001) and adjusted
for the calibrated markup value and units of account in the price adjustment
cost.

I take 1000000 draws in two chains. The initial values are chosen based on
initial posterior maximisation and the last80% of the draws are used in calcu-
lating the moments of the data to allow for a burn-in period. The confidence
intervals for the impulse responses and variance decompositions are based on
500 independent non-parametric draws from the posterior.
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Table 2: Prior distribution of the estimated parameters

Parameter Distribution Mean Variance Notes
φ normal 14 14 Price stickiness
σ normal 1 0.1 Intertemporal elast. of subst.
ξ beta 0.5 0.0292 Share of wages paid in advance
ω beta 0.5 0.0292 Weight on target wage
ζx beta 0.5 0.0292 Taylor weight on marginal cost
ζπ − 1 beta 0.5 0.0292 Taylor weight on inflation
ρiu beta 0.5 0.0292 AR of monetary shock
ρiL beta 0.5 0.0292 Interest rate smoothing
ρw beta 0.5 0.0292 AR of labor supply shock
ρarw beta 0.5 0.0292 AR of labor supply shock term
ρent beta 0.5 0.0292 AR of entry cost shock
ρarent beta 0.5 0.0292 AR of entry cost shock term
ργL beta 0.5 0.0292 AR of technology shock
ργu beta 0.5 0.0292 AR of technology shock term
ρsurv beta 0.5 0.0292 AR of survival shock
σi inv. gamma 0.1 ∞ Std.dev. of mon.pol shock
σent inv. gamma 0.1 ∞ Std.dev. of entry cost shock
σsurv inv. gamma 0.1 ∞ Std.dev. of survival shock
σw inv. gamma 0.1 ∞ Std.dev. of labor supply shock
σγ inv. gamma 0.1 ∞ Std.dev. of tech shock
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4. Results

In this section I first present the main result for the role of the entry cost
shock in explaining inflation together with alternative models without entry
shocks and data to understand how the results differ from a standard model.
Subsequently I discuss parameter estimates of the model. Finally I review the
role of other shocks and show that the results are robust to various changes in
the model.

4.1. Inflation and the role of entry cost shocks

In order to answer the question of what explains the dynamicsof inflation,
I look at variance decompositions and impulse response functions of the struc-
tural shock.4 The results of the variance decomposition at the business cycle
frequency are presented in Table 3.

The first column (model (1)) of Table 3 presents benchmark results for the
importance of the estimated five shocks in explaining the fivedata series that
are matched in the estimation at the business cycle frequency. It shows that
the shock to the cost of entry explains 55% of the variance in inflation at the
business cycle frequency.

The results of high importance of entry shocks stands in contrast with the
previous decomposition of inflation dynamics. To understand better the driv-
ing force, model (2) of Table 3 shows the estimation results for a standard
DSGE without firm turnover data and without entry cost and survival shocks.
Instead a reduced form markup shock is added to the New Keynesian Phillips
curve, the endogenous entry mechanism remains. The resultsare now similar
to the standard estimation results where markup and wage cost-push shocks
explain most of the variance of inflation at the business cycle frequency. So it
is not the entry mechanism itself that changes the results, but different shocks
and data matter for the results.

Model (3) presents the results for a model where real wage data is used
instead of entry data in the estimation. Model (4) presents the model without
the entry cost shock and no entry data used in estimation differently from the
main results. Both models, (3) and (4), assign the volatilityof inflation to the
technology shock.

4The variance decomposition at the business cycle frequencyis based on the counterfac-
tual data generated by including one shock at a time. I use theHodrick-Prescott filter with the
smoothing parameterλ = 1600 to remove long run trends, and calculate variances and the
share of each variance from the sum of the individual variances of the data that the five shocks
produce.
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Table 3: In-sample variance decompositions

Benchmark No entry, exit shocks Wage data No entry shock
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4

Entry
Consumption 12.49 0.92
Hours 47.88 8.97
Inflation 54.96 5.02
Entry 46.06 1.18
Interest rate 43.98 21.95
Survival*
Consumption 55.76 59.26 80.41 59.47
Hours 3.27 39.53 12.85 1.16
Inflation 3.24 22.32 2.37 0.18
Entry 23.12 20.64 0.00
Interest rate 2.83 24.75 1.54 0.08
Wage cost
Consumption 11.91 13.32 1.91 24.14
Hours 46.92 3.49 24.98 94.00
Inflation 16.88 35.91 19.78 0.76
Entry 12.76 4.02 0.00
Interest rate 13.04 31.54 1.92 0.62
Technology
Consumption 19.57 20.11 16.70 12.07
Hours 1.74 19.29 53.15 3.99
Inflation 19.27 36.59 72.41 95.27
Entry 18.02 73.74 0.00
Interest rate 14.42 27.72 53.54 70.43
Monetary
Consumption 0.27 7.31 0.07 4.32
Hours 0.19 37.69 0.05 0.85
Inflation 5.65 5.19 0.42 3.80
Entry 0.04 0.42 0.00
Interest rate 25.72 15.99 21.05 28.86

Note: Model (2): no entry cost shock and no firm turnover data,firm survival shock is
replaced by reduced form markup shock. Model (3) real wages used instead of firm turnover
in estimation. Model (4): no entry shock is estimated with noentry cost shock and no firm
turnover data. * For model (2) results for reduced form markup shock are presented.
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The importance of the entry costs shock in explaining inflation is also con-
firmed by the forecast error variance decomposition analysis (see Figure 2).
Variations in the cost of entry explain more than half of the variance in in-
flation during the first five years after a shock. I present the forecast error
variance decomposition (FEVD) results and the impulse response functions
for the period of 20 quarters after the shock together with the 90% confidence
intervals. The line in the middle is calculated at the medians of the parameter
estimates.
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Figure 2: Forecast error variance decomposition, entry cost shock

A drop in the entry cost brings a hump-shaped increase in the creation of
firms and inflation. The effect of entry cost shock on inflationworks through
labor market, as it is a good time to invest in the creation of new firms, demand
for labour increases (see Figure 3). In order to hire more people, firms pay
higher wages to workers. The increase in production costs results in immediate
inflation due to forward looking Phillips curve. As the number of firms is only
going up gradually, it takes time before the increase in the creation of new
firms results in a higher number of firms in the economy. So markup declines
with a relatively long lag. But as the number of firms stays up for a period
of time, the markups are low even when the hours worked and thecreation of
firms have returned to their initial levels.
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Figure 3: Impulse response functions, entry cost shock

In reaction to the shock, households initially cut consumption to create
more new firms. As the number of firms goes up due to increased entry, con-
sumption returns to its initial level after two years. However, the substitution
channel moderates the reaction of hours and wages, but does not undo the
effect. Aggregate output increases with the hours worked.

4.2. Parameter estimates

In order to understand the variance decomposition results,this subsection
examines the parameter estimates of the model. The posteriors of the model
parameters are presented in Table 4.

The results differ from the estimates of Smets and Wouters (2007) and
Uhlig (2009) and are indicative of what can drive firm dynamics. First, the pa-
rameter estimate for the wage flexibility is 0.98 very close to one, leaving very
little importance for wage stickiness. This stands in sharpcontrast with the
high wage stickiness estimates of Smets and Wouters (2007),Uhlig (2009),
and Lewis and Stevens (2015). The evidence instead is consistent with the
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evidence that wages of new hires are not sticky. Pissarides (2009) cites sev-
eral studies which demonstrate that wages of new hires in existing companies
depend on market conditions. If wages of new hires are flexible in ongoing
companies, it is even more likely that wages are flexible in new firms. Fur-
thermore, search and matching models have recently indicated that as long as
wages are flexible at the time a contract is signed, the wage path of existing
matches does not matter for the employment decision of firms (Haefke et al.
(2013)). Wage stickiness is not important either when the level of effort is
not measured and changes over the cycle (Bils et al. (2014)). Kudlyak (2012)
proposes a concept of “the user cost of labour” like “the usercost of capi-
tal” and shows that wages are not a good match for labour costs. The result
also confirms the hypothesis that using the average wage in the estimation as
a measure of marginal costs is not necessarily warranted. Average wages are
known to move sluggishly. Slow movement, however, does not say anything
about marginal costs and the wages new firms need to pay.

Table 4: Posterior distribution of the estimated parameters

Prior Posterior moments
Parameter Mean Mean Median 5% 95%
φ 14 9.09 8.95 2.91 15.53
σ 1 0.67 0.68 0.60 0.73
ξ 0.5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01
ω 0.5 0.98 0.98 0.93 1.00
ζx 0.5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
ζπ − 1 0.5 0.06 0.05 0.02 0.13
ρiL 0.5 0.73 0.74 0.65 0.79
ρw 0.5 0.96 0.97 0.89 1.00
ρarw 0.5 0.25 0.23 0.12 0.42
ρent 0.5 0.80 0.88 0.46 0.97
ρarent 0.5 0.61 0.58 0.29 0.92
ργL 0.5 0.98 0.99 0.93 1.00
ργu 0.5 0.14 0.15 0.04 0.24
ρsurv 0.5 0.09 0.09 0.02 0.17
σi 0.5 0.84 0.84 0.71 1.00
σent 0.1 0.99 0.95 0.63 1.46
σsurv 0.1 1.68 1.67 1.38 2.02
σw 0.1 1.07 1.03 0.74 1.53
σγ 0.1 0.62 0.62 0.53 0.72
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Second, the price and wage stickiness parameters are lower than with the
previous estimates. The parameter estimate for the Rotemberg price adjust-
ment cost is9. The posterior is lower from the prior value145. The price
stickiness parameter value cannot be directly translated to the Calvo probabil-
ity of re-setting prices since the Phillips curve contains the financial friction
and the relative price.

Third, the results show no importance of the financial friction in the model.
The parameter estimate for the financial friction, the shareof wages paid in
advance, is essentially0. The results support the findings of Rabanal (2007)
who finds that only a small share (0.15) of costs are borrowed from the banks.
Likewise Uhlig (2009) calibrates the parameter to a low value of0.1.

Fourth, broadly in line with the DSGE literature the Taylor weight on infla-
tion is around1.05 and the weight on output is zero, implying that the central
bank is only targeting inflation. The interest rate smoothing parameter is0.74
implying standard sluggishness in the interest rate in reacting to inflation.

The intertemporal elasticity of substitution is close to0.7, not far from pre-
vious estimates. The autoregressive parameters are mostlydifferent from one,
with two exceptions. The autoregressive parameters of the wage cost push and
technology shock processes have an upper bound very close toone, reflecting
the high persistence of the hours data and difficulties in identifying the AR
process of the shock. Thus in the estimated model the wages are persistent
shock because of the persistent wage cost push shocks. Wagesreact imme-
diately to all other shocks. The entry cost shock process is also described by
a relatively presistent shock term. This might indicate some positive exter-
nalities in creating firms which are not explicitly modelled. The technology
shock is approximately described by a simple AR process without additional
autocorrelation in the i.i.d. Shocks and the survival shockhas only some auto-
correlation.

4.3. Other shocks

The firm survival shock explains around 3% of the variance of inflation
at the business cycle frequency and 4% from the FEVDs during the first two
years after the shock (see Figure 4).

A drop in the stochastic death rate increases the number of firms and lowers
inflation. A 1% higher survival of firms brings inflation down by 0.02pp. at the
time of the impact. There are two channels which lead to a dropin inflation.
First, a higher number of firms cuts markup and lowers inflation. Second, an

5The transformed value to make the price adjustment cost comparable with the paper by
Ireland (2001) as discussed in the section on priors.
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Figure 4: Forecast error variance decomposition, firm survival shock

increase in the number of firms lowers creation of new firms andsubsequently
reduces labour demand and wages.

The entry cost shock explains around 46% of variance in entryat the busi-
ness cycle variance. However the shock generates too much variance in entry,
which is captured by survival shocks. In sample data of firm creation gener-
ated by the shocks to the cost of entry and survival are negatively correlated.
When the two shocks are included at the same time in the in sample variance
decomposition, the share of entry explained by the two shocks is less than the
sum of the two shocks explain separately, but the share of inflation explained
remains qualitatively unchanged.

The effect of the number of firms on inflation can be compared tothe find-
ing of Cecioni (2010). She looks at the effect of a change in thenumber of
firms on the inflation rate and concludes that the number of firms is an impor-
tant factor determining inflation. According to her resultsa 10% increase in
the number of firms brings inflation down by 1.4 pp. in the medium run. My
results show that when the creation of firms is costly, it is important to sepa-
rate how the increase in the number of firms is achieved. If a lot of new firms
are created, the increase in the number of firms can even be inflationary in the
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short run because of the increase in the costs of production.

Variation in the exogenous technology is the second most important shock
in explaining inflation. The technology shock explains around 19% of the vari-
ance in inflation at the business cycle frequency. In the FEVDit explains about
20% of the volatility in inflation in the short run, with the impact increasing in
time due to the persistence of the shock. The share of the technology shock in
explaining inflation is higher than the estimates of Smets and Wouters (2007),
who find that productivity can explain around 5% of the variance in inflation
at all horizons. The estimated importance of the technologyshock is much
closer to the estimate of Altig et al. (2011) VAR evidence. Their estimated
technology shocks explain around 16% of the variance at the business cycle
frequency.

The wage cost-push shock has also important effect on inflation. In the
FEVD analysis, the median effect starts at 10% at short horizons and reaches
40% five years after the shock (see Figure 5) and stands at 17% at the business
cycle frequency. This is much less from the Smets and Wouters(2007) paper
where wage markup shocks explain about 50% of the inflation variance 2.5
years after the shock. Like those of Smets and Wouters (2007), my results
show that a higher share of variance in inflation is explainedby the cost-push
shock at lower frequencies.

The monetary shock has some effects on inflation in the very short run.
Inflation drops after a contractionary monetary shock and the real effects of
monetary policy are small. The model even predicts a small increase in con-
sumption and hours, similar to the findings of the agnostic identification ap-
proach results of Uhlig (2005). The number of new firms slightly decreases
after an interest rate hike, but then increases after leaving the number of firms
in the economy basically unchanged.

4.4. Robustness analysis

This section shows that the estimation results are stable. It first covers
changes in the calibrated parameters, but also discusses results with different
firm turnover data used in the estimation.

All additional models predict an increase in inflation aftera drop in entry
costs. The in-sample and forecast variance error decompositions confirm the
importance of the entry cost shock in explaining inflation.

One of the important parameters is the markup in the intermediate goods
sector. Cecioni (2010) calibrates the value at around6%, a much lower value
than in this paper. When I fix the price markup at 10%, technology and wage
cost-push shocks are less important and the stochastic rateof survival is more
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Figure 5: Forecast error variance decomposition, wage cost-push shock

important (see the first column in Table 5). When markup is 50% the results
are very similar to the benchmark results (presented in the second column).

A drop in the value of the Frisch elasticity of the labour supply to a level
consistent with the microeconometric evidence (0.2) increases the importance
of the entry shock on inflation further, and reduces the rolesof wage cost-push
and technology shocks (model 3). The importance of the shockto the cost of
firm creation is robust to various changes in the entry data and the time period
used. As a robustness exercise I re-estimate the model with the net business
creation index as a measure for new firms instead of the numberof new firms.
The estimation sample reduces further, and finishes in 1995Q4, but the results
remain broadly unchanged (see model 4). Also when the model is estimated
on the early sample from 1959Q1 to the end of 1982 (model 5) or on the full
sample from 1959Q1 to 1998Q3 (model 6) the importance of the entry cost
shock in explaining stays relatively similar. The posterior likelihood and vari-
ance decomposition results are not sensitive to the changesin the parameters
for the share of cash goods, money left in the economy, and wage markup,
implying that they are not identified.
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Table 5: Robustness analysis of the in-sample variance decompositions

markup 10% markup 50% Frisch 0.2 NBF 59Q1-82Q4 59Q1-98Q3
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6

Entry
Consumption 2.24 12.42 17.86 6.93 12.40 13.45
Hours 26.71 37.15 4.34 54.16 57.36 60.31
Inflation 71.29 57.59 86.75 84.25 53.12 51.87
Entry 47.30 41.72 21.85 57.83 60.00 60.05
Interest rate 68.35 41.57 58.18 79.38 32.74 32.71
Survival
Consumption 24.23 58.92 19.06 90.06 73.97 70.95
Hours 8.19 1.39 0.08 30.55 6.70 6.82
Inflation 15.74 1.66 1.00 1.42 5.18 4.51
Entry 34.63 18.86 5.74 40.59 28.78 29.55
Interest rate 14.25 1.40 0.51 5.10 3.33 2.92
Wage cost
Consumption 57.99 12.08 53.42 1.25 8.24 8.91
Hours 44.24 59.76 93.33 2.80 34.58 31.48
Inflation 4.58 18.18 1.60 6.52 26.96 27.32
Entry 12.53 22.71 20.37 1.17 9.10 7.40
Interest rate 4.20 13.72 1.11 1.31 14.11 15.60
Technology
Consumption 13.08 16.28 8.98 0.86 4.15 5.69
Hours 20.55 1.57 2.22 12.40 0.62 0.50
Inflation 6.76 16.49 5.21 4.62 2.71 2.94
Entry 5.10 16.67 51.84 0.40 2.02 2.79
Interest rate 6.09 12.00 3.81 1.63 1.08 1.24
Monetary
Consumption 2.46 0.30 0.69 0.89 1.25 1.01
Hours 0.31 0.13 0.03 0.10 0.74 0.89
Inflation 1.63 6.07 5.44 3.19 12.03 13.35
Entry 0.44 0.05 0.19 0.00 0.09 0.21
Interest rate 7.12 31.31 36.39 12.58 48.73 47.53
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5. Conclusions

In this paper I augment a medium scale DSGE model with firm turnover
and financial friction, and estimate it for the US economy. Myresults show
that the shock to the cost of entry is important in explainingthe variance of
inflation over the business cycle. When creating firms is labour intensive,
then a drop in the cost of entry leads to an increase in the labour demand as
many new firms are created. The increase in labour demand results in higher
marginal costs and inflation. As the number of firms increases, markup goes
down and inflation starts to diminish.
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